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1 IntroductionThe correspondence between sketches and classical logic has been investigatedthoroughly. Usually, the expressive power of sketches and fragments of logic iscompared by comparing their classes of model categories in Set. The locallypresentable categories are exactly the model categories of both limit sketches,and limit theories. Moreover, this correspondence also holds when restrictedto the �nitary case: the locally �nitely presentable categories are exactly themodel categories of �nitary limit sketches, and �nitary limit theories. Thelocally accessible categories are exactly the model categories of both sketchesand so-called basic theories. However this second correspondence does not holdwhen restricted to the �nitary case. A �nitely accessible category need not beaxiomizable in a �nitary basic theory, and a �nitary basic theory may have amodel category that is not �nitely accessible. All these facts are treated indetail by Ad�amek and Rosick�y ([AR94]). For �nitary sketches, it has beenproved recently ([AR95a, AR95c, APJR96]) that they are equivalent (i.e. havethe same model categories) to �-coherent theories.When using sketches to specify databases ([PS94, PS95, CD95, DCB95,CD94]), one is usually more interested in models in FinSet, instead of in mod-els in Set. Ad�amek and Rosick�y ([AR95b]) have proved that the equivalencebetween �nitary sketches and �-coherent theories also holds when one considersmodels in FinSet.It is clear that the correspondence between sketches and string-based logicis not very straightforward when one studies this correspondence based on thecategories of models. In particular, there is no clear correspondence with classi-cal �nitary �rst-order logic. To transfer some of the results obtained on classical�rst-order logic, it would be interesting to have some kind of correspondencebetween classical (�nitary) �rst-order logic and �nitary sketches. In this paper,we describe such a correspondence. In particular, we describe a translation fromclassical �rst-order logic to �nitary sketches, which is satis�ability-preserving.As a consequence, we obtain a number of undecidability results for sketches.From the point of view of databases, the most interesting results are the un-decidability of the �nite satis�ability problem, and the undecidability of theequivalence problem. These undecidability results are not surprising, but be-cause of the practical relevance of the problems, it is interesting to see themproved.The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we recall somebasic de�nitions concerning classical logic and sketches. Then, in section 3, wedescribe a translation from classical �rst-order logic to �nite �nitary sketches,and we prove that this translation preserves satis�ability. In section 4, weprove a number of undecidability results, based on this translation. Finally,in section 5, we discuss related work, and we summarize the most importantresults from the paper.2 Logic and sketchesWe �rst give precise de�nitions of classical �nitary �rst-order logic and ofsketches, and then we discuss the known connections between them. The def-initions given in this section are all elementary, but since both classical logicand sketches can be presented in many di�erent ways, we prefer to state thede�nitions clearly before we embark on constructing a translation between them.2



2.1 Classical �nitary �rst-order logicWe describe a minimalistic version of classical �nitary �rst-order logic. A logicallanguage is determined by giving a set of relation symbols, denoted �1; �2; : : :Every relation symbol has an associated arity, which is a natural number. We as-sume that a countable set of variables is given. Variables are denoted x1; x2; : : :The atomic formulae of the language are syntactic expressions of the formxi = xj (with xi and xj variables) or �(xk1 ; xk2; : : : ; xkn) where n is the arityof the relation symbol �.The formulae of the given logical language are built up from the atomicformulae using the logical combinators :;^ and the quanti�er 9. More precisely:all atomic formulae are formulae, and if � is a formula, then :� and (9x)� areformulae, and if � and  are formulae, then � ^  is a formula. The otherlogical connectors and the universal quanti�er can be de�ned in terms of theconnectors and quanti�er given above.The free variables of a formula are de�ned in the standard way. A sentenceis a formula without any free variables.A theory in a given logical language is a set of formulae of that logicallanguage.An interpretation of a logical language consists of a set U , and for each rela-tion symbol � of arity n an n-ary relation on U . Given such an interpretation,any formula � with free variables x1; : : : ; xn de�nes an n-ary relation on U ,called the extension of � in the interpretation. We say the formula is satis�edif this extension is the total relation (i.e. is the n-th cartesian power of U ). Amodel of a theory is an interpretation, such that each formula of the theory issatis�ed. A theory is satis�able if there exists a model.2.2 Finitary sketchesWe stick to the de�nition of sketch, given by Barr and Wells in [BW90]. Hence,a sketch is a quadruple (G;D;L;K), with G a graph, D a set of diagrams in G,L a set of cones in G and K a set of cocones in G. The sketch is �nitary if eachof the cones and cocones in L and K is �nite. The sketch is �nite if G and eachof the sets D;L;K is �nite.A model of a sketch (G;D;L;K) in a category C (e.g. Set or FinSet), is agraph homomorphism from G to C, taking each diagram in D to a commutativediagram, each cone in L to a limit cone, and each cocone in K to a colimitcocone.We will freely use the notational conventions for sketches described in thetextbook by Barr and Wells ([BW90]). In particular, this means that if weintroduce an object in the graph G, with name a1 � a2 � � � � � an, then thisimplies that there are already objects with names a1 up to an, and moreoverthis implies that there is a cone pi : a1 � a2 � � � � � an ! ai in L. The name anis an abbreviation for a� a � � � � � a (n times). Moreover, if there is an arrowin G, decorated with a tip in the front (like f : A //// B ), this implies thatthe following cone is in L (i.e. this implies f is mono in every model):A��Id~~~~~~~ ��f ��Id@@@@@@@A //f B Aoo f3



2.3 Connections between string-based logic and sketchesAs already discussed in the introduction, the connections between sketches andclassical, string-based logic, are usually studied by looking at the model cate-gories of speci�cations in both formalisms. A class of sketches and a fragmentof logic are said to be equivalent if they give rise to the same class of modelcategories. For example, in this sense, sketches are equivalent to (in�nitary)basic theories.In the rest of this paper, we will describe a correspondence between sketchesand classical �rst-order logic from a di�erent point of view. We will describe atranslation from a �rst-order theory to a sketch with the property that everymodel of the theory de�nes a model of the sketch and vice-versa. Hence, in asense, the model categories have `the same objects', even though they don't have`the same morphisms'. In particular, the model category of the logical theory isempty i� the model category of the corresponding sketch is empty. Or, in otherwords, the translation preserves satis�ability.3 A satis�ability-preserving translationGiven a logical theory T in a logical language L, we will construct a corre-sponding �nitary sketch ST . The construction happens in three stages. First,we construct the sketch corresponding to a logical language. Then, we showhow logical formulae can be represented in the sketch. And �nally, we showhow a logical formula can be required to be satis�ed in every model.3.1 The sketch corresponding to a logical languageWe start with proving the (obvious and easy) fact that interpretations of alogical language can be captured by means of a sketch.Lemma 1 For every logical language L, there exists a �nitary sketch SL suchthat every interpretation of L de�nes a model of SL, and vice-versa.In fact, we could say something stronger: the category of interpretations of Lis equivalent to the category of models of SL.Proof: Let L consist of the relation symbols �i, and let ai be the arity of �i.Let A be the set of all the ai. The sketch SL will have the following objects:� An object U .� An object Uk for all k 2 A.� An object S�i for each relation symbol �i.(Recall our notational conventions for objects: the fact that an object Uk isintroduced implies that the necessary arrows and cones making this the k-thpower of U are also introduced.)The sketch has the following arrows:� An arrow �i : S�i //// Uai for each relation symbol �i.(Recall our notational conventions for arrows: for each arrow introduced above,a cone will be added stating that this arrow must be mono)A model of this sketch in Set will assign a set to U , and a subset of theai-th power of U to each S�i . In other words, models of the sketch SL andinterpretations of the logical language L are essentially the same. 2Note that, if L is �nite, then SL will also be �nite. Note also that �nitemodels of L de�ne �nite models of SL and vice-versa.4



3.2 Representing a logical formula in a sketchNow, given a formula � in a logical language L, we will show how we can extendthe sketch SL (in a conservative way) so that it contains an arrow b� which istaken to the extension of � in every model. More precisely, we prove:Lemma 2 For every formula � in a logical language L, there exists a �nitarysketch S�L such that every interpretation I of L de�nes a model M of S�L andvice-versa. Moreover, S�L contains an arrow b� : [�]! Uk (where k is the numberof free variables of �) such that this arrow is taken by M to the extension of �in I.Proof: Given lemma 1, it su�ces to prove that the extension of a formula �can be computed by (�nitary) limits and colimits, starting from the arrows�i : S�i //// Uai representing the interpretation of the relation symbols ofthe logical language. We show by induction on the size of the formula � thatthis can be done. We proceed as follows. We assume that a model of the sketchSL (or equivalently, an interpretation of the underlying logical language of T )is given. For any formula � with n free variables, we will compute an arrowb� : [�]! Un together with an isomorphism l� from the set n = f0; 1; : : : ; n�1gto the set of free variables of �. This arrow [�] represents the extension of theformula � in the following sense: Let � be a mapping of the free variables of �to U (the universe of the given interpretation); � is satis�ed by this mappingi� the arrow h�(l�(0)); �(l�(1)); : : : ; �(l�(n� 1))i : 1! Un factors through b�.The computation of the arrow b� will start from the interpretation of the arrowsof the sketch SL in the given model of SL, and moreover, the computation willbe done using only �nitary limits and colimits.Atomic formulaeConsider an atomic formula �(xk1 ; : : : ; xkr) where � is a relation symbolof arity r. Let the set of free variables of this formula have cardinality n.Choose an arbitrary isomorphism l�(xk1 ;:::;xkr ) : n! FV(�(xk1 ; : : : ; xkr)) (wewill abbreviate the name of this morphism to l). The arrow d�(xk1 ; : : : ; xkr) iscomputed by the following pullback.[�(xk1 ; : : : ; xkr)] //��d�(xk1 ;:::;xkr ) S��� �Un //hl�1 (xk1 );:::;l�1(xkn )i U rIt is straightforward to verify that this arrow indeed represents the extension of�(xk1 ; : : : ; xkr).Next consider the atomic formula xi = xj . We must consider two cases. Inthe �rst case, xi and xj are distinct variables, and hence we have a formula ontwo free variables. Let lxi=xj be the isomorphism mapping 0 to xi and 1 to xj.The following arrow represents the formula:[xi = xj] = U //hId;Idi U2In the second case, xi and xj are the same variable, say x. Let lx=x be theonly possible isomorphism from 1 to fxg. The following arrow represents theformula: [x = x] = U //Id U5



Other formulaeThe formula :�. Suppose l� is the isomorphism from n to the set of freevariables of �. :� has the same set of free variables, and we take l:� to be equalto l�. By induction, we assume we have an arrow b� representing �. We takec:� to be the complement of this arrow (and this complement is unique up toisomorphism in Set or FinSet). This complement is completely determined inSet or FinSet by requiring the following cocone to be a sum-cocone.Un[�] ==b� |||||||| [:�]bb c:�DDDDDDDDIt is again easy to prove that c:� correctly represents the formula :�. Notehowever that, when we will use this construction in a sketch, this will stronglyinuence the homomorphisms of models of the sketch. Although the sketch willhave in essence the same models as the logical theory, there will be much lesshomomorphisms between models of the sketch than there are homomorphismsbetween models of the logical theory.The formula (9x)�. Again we have to consider two cases. The �rst case isthe case where x is a free variable of �. In that case, if � has n free variables,(9x)� will have m = n � 1 free variables. Now let l� be the isomorphism fromn to the free variables of �, and let i be the inclusion of FV((9x)�) into FV(�).Choose l(9x)� to be an arbitrary isomorphism from m to FV((9x)�). Let j bethe (unique) morphism making the following diagram commute.m //j��l(9x)� n�� l�FV((9x)�) //i FV(�)Then the arrow d(9x)� is de�ned by means of the following diagram:[�]{{wwwwwwwww !!b� BBBBBBBB[(9x)�] ##d(9x)� HHHHHHHHH Un}} hpj(0) ;:::;pj(m�1) i{{{{{{{{UmIn this diagram, we de�ne the lefthandside to be the epi-mono factorization ofthe righthandside. In Set or FinSet, this factorization is unique. Moreover, wecan state using only limits and colimits that an arrow must be epi or that anarrow must be mono. The veri�cation that the arrow d(9x)� correctly representsthe formula (9x)� is left to the reader.The second case we have to consider for the formula (9x)�, is the case wherex is not a free variable of �. In this case, we de�ne the arrow d(9x)� using the6



following diagram: [�]{{xxxxxxxxx   b� BBBBBBBB[(9x)�] ##d(9x)� GGGGGGGGG Un}} Id{{{{{{{{UnAgain, the lefthandside of this diagram is required, by means of limit cones andcolimit cocones, to be the epi-mono factorization of the righthandside.The formula � ^  . Let l� be the isomorphism from m to FV(�) and l the isomorphism from n to FV( ). Let k be the number of free variables of� ^  . Choose an arbitrary isomorphism l�^ from k to FV(� ^  ). Let i1 bethe inclusion of FV(�) into FV(� ^  ) and i2 be the inclusion of FV( ) intoFV(�^ ). Let j1 :m! k be l�1�^ � i1 � l� and j2 : n! k be l�1�^ � i2 � l . Thearrow representing � ^  is de�ned using the following diagram.[�^  ]vvllllllllllllllll ��d�^ ((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ[�] !!b� CCCCCCCC Uk{{ �1vvvvvvvvv ##�2 GGGGGGGGG [ ]}} b ||||||||Um Unwhere �1 = hpj1(0); : : : ; pj1(m�1)i and �2 = hpj2(0); : : : ; pj2(n�1)i. This diagramis required to be a limit cone. It is again left to the reader to verify that thearrow d� ^  correctly represents the formula � ^  .This completes the proof that we can compute the extension of a formulausing only limit and colimit constraints. 23.3 The sketch corresponding to a logical theoryTheorem 1 For every �nite logical theory T , there exists a �nite �nitary sketchST , such that every model of T de�nes a model of ST and vice-versa. Moreover,every �nite model of T de�nes a �nite model of ST and vice-versa.Contrary to the situation in lemma 1, it is not true here, that the model cate-gories of T and ST are equivalent. The theorem does generalize to the in�nitecase, but since we do not need this generalization, this will not be proved.Proof: Every �nite logical theory is equivalent to a theory containing only onesentence (�rst take the universal closure of all formulae in the theory, and thencombine all the resulting sentences by taking their conjunction). Let this sen-tence be �. Construct the sketch S�L whose existence is assured by lemma 2.By lemma 2, the object [�] will be taken to the empty set if � is not satis�edin a model, and to the terminal set if � is satis�ed. Hence, to construct ST , itsu�ces to add one cone to S�L stating that the object [�] must be taken to theterminal object. The proof of the last sentence of the theorem is trivial. 27



4 Finite satis�ability and equivalence of �nite�nitary sketchesThe satis�ability preserving translation (theorem 1) is used to prove the unde-cidability of a number of interesting problems.4.1 Finite satis�ability of a �nite �nitary sketch is unde-cidableFirst recall that �nite satis�ability of a �nite �rst-order theory is undecidable.A proof of this result can be found in [AHV95]. Note that this result is quitedi�erent from the classical result that satis�ability (allowing in�nite models)of a �rst-order theory is undecidable. Satis�ability of a �rst-order theory isco-semi-decidable, whereas �nite satis�ability is semi-decidable.Given theorem 1, we immediately obtain as a corollary:Corollary 1 The problem of determining whether a �nite �nitary sketch has a�nite model is undecidable.Proof: Suppose this problem was decidable. Given any �nite �rst-order theory,we can construct (theorem 1) a corresponding �nite �nitary sketch with theproperty that this sketch is �nitely satis�able i� the original �rst-order theorywas �nitely satis�able. Hence, we could decide the �nite satis�ability problemfor classical �rst-order logic. But this is known to be undecidable. Contradic-tion. 24.2 Equivalence of two �nite �nitary sketches is undecid-ableA number of papers ([PS94, PS95, Pie96, CD95, DCB95, CD94]) have proposedsketches or similar formalism as suitable speci�cation formalisms for semanticdata modelling. The equivalence problem in semantic data modelling is theproblem of deciding whether two semantic data speci�cations have the same se-mantic content, i.e. whether they are both speci�cations of the same mini-world.In [Pie96], a number of possible formal de�nitions for semantical equivalence ofsemantic data speci�cations were studied, and one of the proposed de�nitionsstated that semantical equivalence amounts to equivalence of model categories.Hence, the problem of deciding whether two given semantic data speci�cationsare semantically equivalent can be reduced to the question whether two �nite�nitary sketches have equivalent model categories. Based on corollary 1 provedabove, we can easily prove that this is an undecidable problem.Theorem 2 The (�nite) equivalence problem for �nite �nitary sketches is un-decidable.The �nite equivalence problem is the problem of determining whether twosketches have equivalent model categories in FinSet.Proof: It is easy to construct a �nite �nitary sketch that is not satis�able.Take for example the sketch with one object, a cone stating that the object isterminal, and a cocone stating that the object is initial. Another �nite �nitarysketch will be equivalent to this sketch i� it has no �nite models. But this isundecidable by corollary 1. 2It remains an interesting open problem to characterize interesting subclassesof sketches that do have a decidable equivalence problem. In [PS94, PS95,Pie96], a number of such subclasses of sketches have been identi�ed, but thequestion remains whether these subclasses can be enlarged.8



It should also be noted that the equivalence problem is in general muchharder than the satis�ability problem. For instance, for �nite limit sketchessatis�ability is a trivial problem (every �nite limit sketch is satis�able), but theequivalence problem is undecidable.5 Conclusions and Related workMore and more authors see the relevance of categorical methods in the �eld ofdatabase theory. Restricting myself to authors who have proposed sketch-likeformalisms for specifying databases, there is the work of Diskin ([CD95, DCB95,CD94]), who proposes generalized sketches in the sense of Makkai ([Mak93]) asa framework for schema integration, the work of Tuijn([Tui94]), who emphasizesthe de�nition of a query language in terms of universal constructions, and thework of the current author ([PS94, PS95, Pie96]), who studied the semanticalequivalence problem for semantic data models using sketches as the speci�cationformalism.For applications of sketches in database theory, it is often interesting to seeresults on �nite models of �nitary sketches (because, in fact, an instance of adatabase can be seen as a �nite model of a �nitary sketch). In a similar way,the study of �nite model theory of classical �rst-order logic was also inspiredby problems from the �eld of databases ([AHV95]). Finite models of �nitarysketches have only recently received some attention of the category theory com-munity. The work of Ad�amek and Rosick�y ([AR95a, AR95c, AR95b]) is veryrelevant for the semantical equivalence problem in database theory.In this paper, we have established a link between classical �rst-order logicand �nitary sketches, allowing us to transport some of the results of �nite modeltheory to sketches. Because the translation only works in one direction (fromclassical logic to sketches), it is only possible to transport negative results. Inparticular, we have proven some practically very interesting problems to beundecidable. It remains an open problem whether some interesting translationfrom sketches to (some �nitary extension) of classical �rst-order logic can bede�ned.References[AHV95] Serge Abiteboul, Richard Hull, and Victor Vianu. Foundations ofDatabases. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1995.[APJR96] J. Ad�amek, P.T.Johnstone, J.M.Makowsky, and J. Rosick�y. Finitarysketches. preprint, 1996.[AR94] Ji�r�� Ad�amek and Ji�r�� Rosick�y. Locally Presentable and AccessibleCategories. Cambridge University Press, 1994.[AR95a] Ji�r�� Ad�amek and Ji�r�� Rosick�y. Finitary sketches. to appear in Journalof Symbolic Logic, 1995.[AR95b] Ji�r�� Ad�amek and Ji�r�� Rosick�y. Finite models of sketches. preprint,1995.[AR95c] Ji�r�� Ad�amek and Ji�r�� Rosick�y. On geometric and �nitary sketches.to appear in Applied Categorical Structures, 1995.[BW90] Michael Barr and Charles Wells. Category Theory for ComputingScience. Prentice-Hall International Series in Computer Science.Prentice-Hall International, New York, 1990.9
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